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Abstract
We present Linked Editing, a novel, lightweight editorbased technique for managing duplicated source code.
Linked Editing is implemented in a prototype editor called
Codelink. We argue that the use of programming abstractions like functions and macros—the traditional solution
to duplicated code—has inherent cognitive costs, leading
programmers to chronically copy and paste code instead.
Our user study compares functional abstraction with Linked
Editing and shows that Linked Editing can give the benefits
of abstraction with orders of magnitude decrease in programming time.

1. Introduction
The task of managing duplicated or “cloned” code1 has
occupied the minds of programmers for the past 50 years.
During this time, researchers and practitioners have developed a variety of techniques for removing or avoiding it by employing functions, macros and other programming abstractions. Functional abstraction was designed into
early programming languages, such as Fortran and Lisp.
Object-oriented programming, originating with Simula-67,
has provided further mechanisms for parameterized reuse
to avoid duplication. Aspect-oriented programming has allowed cross-cutting duplication to be abstracted. Engineering practices like Refactoring [18] and Extreme Programming [6] have promoted specific methodologies of abstracting duplicated code. In the last decade, a multitude of
tools have been developed (both in research and in industry)
that help programmers semi-automatically find and refactor existing duplication into functions, macros and methods
[3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 37, 40]. Given this long-term commitment to programming abstractions as a solution to du1 We use “duplicated code” and “cloned code” synonymously to mean
two or more multi-line code fragments that are either identical or similar,
particularly in their structure.

plicated code, it stands to reason that there should be little
duplication left in practice.
However, duplicated code remains chronically entrenched in our programs. Recent studies estimate that
the Linux kernel (as of 2002) is 15–25% duplicated [1],
the GNU Compiler Collection (1999) is roughly 9% duplicated [14], the X Window System’s source code (1995)
is roughly 19% duplicated [3], and the Sun Java JDK [38]
(2002) is 21–29% duplicated [25]. These are all large,
highly developed, well-known open software systems.
Some privately developed systems are much worse off,
for example Ducasse et. al. [14] analyzed an internal
Cobol payroll server (1999) with 60% duplicated code,
and Baker [2] analyzed a closed AT&T software system
(1992) with 38% duplication. In a 2004 ethnographic software engineering study by Kim et. al., expert programmers
produced an average of four code clones per hour [26].
These data show that duplicated code is pervasive—despite
the years of research and development in employing function, macro, and other programming abstractions, duplicated code has not gone away.
We believe that the problem is due to an over-reliance
on language-level programming abstractions: abstractions
can be difficult to create and use, and may be impossible to
implement. As a result, programmers will write duplicated
code—our approach is to mitigate its disadvantages. We
introduce Linked Editing, an editor-based interaction technique for managing duplicated code. With this technique,
the programming environment keeps track of code clones
and provides enhanced visualization and editing facilities
to the programmer, allowing him or her to understand and
modify many code clones as one—but without incurring the
cognitive costs of a heavyweight language-level abstraction.
We implemented Linked Editing in a prototype editor
called Codelink, and conducted a user study to evaluate it.
The user study showed that Codelink can provide benefits
comparable to functional abstraction, but with much less
programming work. The results suggest that programmers
would use Linked Editing in situations in which they would
otherwise duplicate code.

The contributions of this research are the following: a
cognitive account of the ways duplicated code impedes the
task of programming, and the abstraction costs that cause
programmers to duplicate code; a novel editor-assisted technique embodied in the Codelink tool for solving the problem; and an empirical user study comparing the benefits and
drawbacks of Codelink with functional abstractions when
applied to some types of duplicated code.
We first describe the problems of duplicated code in Section 2. We then propose a theory of why programmers
duplicate code in Section 3. We illustrate Linked Editing,
Codelink, and how they solve the duplicated code problems
in Section 4, and our user study and results in Section 5.
The remaining sections, 6, 7, and 8, describe Codelink’s
implementation, future work, and related work.

2. The duplicated code problem
We wish to eliminate the problems of duplicated code,
rather than the code itself. Thus, we must understand how
duplicated code impedes the task of programming. We interviewed three programmers (computer science graduate
students at U.C. Berkeley), and combined the results with a
survey of the literature and our own analysis to identify the
following four problems with duplicated code:
Verbosity. Redundant cloned code creates clutter and obscures meaningful information, making code difficult to understand.
Tedious, repetitive editing. Edits made to one clone must
often be made to its copies. Thus, a single modification
often requires many edits, making sustained modification
unwieldly.
Lost clones. Although edits to one clone must often be
made to other clones as well, there is no way of getting
to those other clones from the first, or of even realizing that
the others exist. Missed edits lead to inconsistent code.
Unobservable inconsistency. Even if programmers find
all clones and edit each one, it is impossible to verify that
the edits have been made consistently—that the common
regions are identical, and the differences are retained—
without manually comparing each clone’s body, word-byword, and hoping that no important details were missed.
These problems, and the prevalence of duplicated code,
define the duplicated code problem.

3. Why programmers duplicate code
Programmers employ functions, macros, classes, aspects, templates, and other programming abstractions to re-

duce duplication. The identical sections of the clones become the body of the abstraction’s definition, and the differences become parameters. However, abstractions can be
costly, and it is often in a programmer’s best interest to leave
code duplicated instead. Specifically, we have identified the
following general costs of abstraction that lead programmers to duplicate code (supported by a literature survey,
programmer interviews, and our own analysis). These costs
apply to any abstraction mechanism based on named, parameterized definitions and uses, regardless of the language.
Too much work to create. In order to create a new programming abstraction from duplicated code, the programmer has to analyze the clones’ similarities and differences,
research their uses in the context of the program, and design
a name and sequence of named parameters that account for
present and future instantiations and represent a meaningful
“design concept” in the system. This research and reasoning is thought-intensive and time-consuming.
Too much overhead after creation. Each new programming abstraction adds textual and cognitive overhead: the
abstraction’s interface must be declared, maintained, and
kept consistent, and the program logic (now decoupled)
must be traced through additional interfaces and locations
to be understood and managed. In a case study, Balazinska et. al reported that the removal of clones from the JDK
source code actually increased its overall size [4].
Too hard to change. It is hard to modify the structure
of highly-abstracted code. Doing so requires changing abstraction definitions and all of their uses, and often necessitates re-ordering inheritance hierarchies and other restructuring, requiring a new round of testing to ensure correctness. Programmers may duplicate code instead of restructuring existing abstractions, or in order to reduce the risk of
restructuring in the future.
Too hard to understand. Some instances of duplicated
code are particularly difficult to abstract cleanly, e.g. because they have a complex set of differences to parameterize or do not represent a clear design concept in the system.
Furthermore, abstractions themselves are cognitively difficult. To quote Green & Blackwell: “Thinking in abstract
terms is difficult: it comes late in children, it comes late
to adults as they learn a new domain of knowledge, and it
comes late within any given discipline.” [20]
Impossible to express. A language might not support direct abstraction of some types of clones: for instance those
differing only by types (float vs. double) or keywords (if
vs. while) in Java. Or, organizational issues may prevent
refactoring: the code may be fragile, “frozen”, private,
performance-critical, affect a standardized interface, or introduce illegal binary couplings between modules [41].

Programmers are stuck between a rock and hard place.
Traditional abstractions can be too costly, causing rational
programmers to duplicate code instead—but such code is
viscous and prone to inconsistencies. Programmers need a
flexible, lightweight tool to complement their other options.

4. Our approach: Linked Editing
We propose Linked Editing: a novel technique for visualizing and editing duplicated code based on the programming environment rather than the programming language.
With this technique, two or more code clones are identified as being similar and are persistently linked together.
The differences and similarities are then analyzed, visualized, and recorded, allowing users to work with all linked
elements simultaneously, or particular elements individually. This “linked” editing model eliminates the problems
of duplicated code (verbosity, tedious editing, lost clones,
and unobservable consistency) without requiring extra work
from the programmer. We implemented a prototype of
Linked Editing in an extension to XEmacs we call Codelink.
We illustrate Linked Editing and its benefits with a scenario. We begin with the duplicated code shown in Figure 1.1: two methods wake() and wakeAll() from the
threads implementation of an educational Java operating
system used at U.C. Berkeley. Notice that the only difference between the two methods is that one has an if statement where the other has a while loop. This type of difference, as mentioned in Section 3, is impossible to abstract
directly in Java. We will show, instead, how a programmer would use Linked Editing (in Codelink) to manage this
code.

4.1. Linking code
First, the programmer “links” the two clones in the editor. To do so, she selects the first clone with her mouse,
and then selects the second while holding Control (creating
a second simultaneous selection). Once both clones are selected (Figure 1.2), she clicks the “Link Selections” button.
The system now runs a differencing algorithm (discussed in
Section 6) on the two code fragments, and displays the results by highlighting all common regions in blue, and differences in yellow (Figure 1.3). This visualization provides an
immediate benefit to the programmer—she can now easily
scan the duplicated code and understand precisely and completely how the two pieces of code are alike and how they
differ—alleviating the unobservable inconsistencies problem. Linked Editing can be used in this way as a pure visualization aid, for instance by a third-party programmer
trying to understand existing duplicated code.
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Figure 1. (1) Before linking two similar Java
methods in Codelink. (2) After selecting the
methods. (3) After linking the methods.

4.2. Editing linked code
The core capability of Linked Editing, however, is that
the programmer can edit all linked clones simultaneously.
As she moves her editor’s text cursor in a clone, a blue ghost
cursor appears in the corresponding position of each related
clone. Now, if she decides to add a debugging statement to
each instance, she simply types the statement in one of the
clones, and the other clones are modified simultaneously
with each keystroke (Figure 2.1). She can also navigate
among linked clones with keyboard hot-keys. Thus, Linked
Editing allows the programmer to edit all instances of a particular clone at once, as if they were a single block of code.
This is our solution to the tedious, repetitive edits problem.
Unlike previous work in simultaneous editing [32], however, Linked Editing allows the programmer to just as easily
make a change to a single clone individually. Clicking the
“Linked Editing” button causes the ghost cursors to disappear and the main cursor to revert to a thin black bar. The
programmer can now remove the debugging statement from
one of the clones by simply deleting it from that clone (Figure 2.3). Codelink re-analyzes the code after each keystroke
and makes the new differences yellow. This simple operation would have been much more difficult using macros,
since the programmer would have had to modify the macro
definition, making it support a new parameter, in addition
to each of its instantiations—in order to support an isolated
change to a single instance.
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Figure 2. (1) Adding a line to two clones. (2) Modifying one instance. (3) Deleting line in one instance.

4.3. Elision, persistence and refactoring
To further enhance code understanding, Linked Editing
provides selective elision of clones—the programmer can
hide the redundant common regions of linked code with ellipses, leaving the differences visible, as shown in Figure
3. Now, the clone looks remarkably similar to a traditional
function definition and use. In this way, Linked Editing alleviates the verbosity of duplicated code. If the programmer
clicks the triangle, or moves her cursor into the elided procedures, it toggles back to its expanded form.
When the programmer saves her file, the “links” between
clones are saved as meta-data, so that any programmer with
a Linked Editing-enabled editor that opens the file will see
and have access to the links. With this feature we expect the
system to alleviate the need for clone-finding tools. Since
the cost of linking code is so small, it would be to her benefit to create links between most clones that she runs across
in practice, improving her ability to read and edit them. In
this way, we imagine that programmers would systematically add clone links to their code-base—thus “documenting” all existing clones as a side-effect of their normal work.
By making cloned code an explicit property of a program,
the lost clones problem of duplicated code is alleviated.
Finally, Linked Editing has been specifically designed to
augment, not replace existing tools and techniques. A programmer may decide that a set of linked clones are really
part of a higher-level concept, and want to refactor the code
into a method or macro now that it has been written and
tested. The Linked Editing tool will be able to automate
this task, using its existing knowledge of the code’s similarities and differences, and present the programmer with
a dialog box in which to name the method or macro and
its parameters. Programmers without Codelink could then
take advantage of the link, since they could work with the
functionally abstracted form rather than the Linked Editing form. In addition, code could be transformed in the
other direction: from abstract functions and macros to concrete inlined code. This would make some abstracted code,
like complicated macros, easier to understand. In fact, a de-

Figure 3. An elided clone looks similar to a
function definition and use

sign goal is to allow programmers to fluently move back and
forth between program representations, to suit their changing tasks and style of work. (This feature is not yet implemented in Codelink.)

4.4. Summary of benefits

Our approach addresses the difficulties described in section 3. With Linked Editing, it is easy to create new
abstractions—the user just selects a set of clones with the
mouse or keyboard and clicks “link selections”. It is easy
to modify all clones since changes to any one clone are automatically and simultaneously made to all linked clones,
and it is easy to modify a single clone instead by changing
editing modes. It is easy to understand the correspondences
between clones because Linked Editing provides an as-youedit incrementally-updated visualization of clone similarities and differences in addition to clone-aware navigation
and ghost cursors. It is easy to predict edits under simultaneous editing because all blue regions are guaranteed to
remain identical after arbitrary edits. Linked Editing is also
very general and immune to language faults: it is languageindependent, can link arbitrary syntactic structures, and can
even link clones between files of different languages.

Maintainability
Do you think it is easier or harder to maintain the code with the functional abstraction than
without it?
1
Much
Easier

2
Moderately
Easier

3
Slightly
Easier

4
Same

5
Slightly
Harder

6
Moderately
Harder

7
Much
Harder

Understandability

5. User study
We conducted a user study to compare the use of
Codelink with programming abstractions. Our hypotheses
were that programmers would be able to link clones with
Codelink in much less time than it would take to abstract
the clones, and that Codelink would provide programmers
with comparable benefits after linking the code.
We paid 13 students from U.C. Berkeley to participate
in the study. Subjects had a diverse range of programming
skill, ranging from graduate students in Computer Science
to introductory-level undergraduates. Subjects performed
their programming tasks in the Scheme programming language since functional abstractions in Scheme are expressively powerful and well-understood by students at Berkeley, thus mitigating biases from language-specific abstraction costs. We expect the results to transfer to functions,
macros and methods in other languages as well.
We used a within-subjects experimental design. With
both functional abstraction and Codelink, subjects were
asked to perform a set of programming tasks: (1) to abstract
or link two short pieces of cloned code, (2) to perform a
modification task requiring new code to be added to both
clones or instances (the same code to each), and (3) to perform a modification task requiring new differences between
each clone or instance. We believe these programming tasks
illustrate the tradeoffs in editing duplicated/abstracted code.
Although both sets of programming tasks followed the general sequence given above, the specific tasks and code were
very different for each technique to eliminate learning effects. The pairing between techniques and task-sets and the
ordering of techniques used were fully counterbalanced to
eliminate ordering, learning and task biases.
Before performing each set of programming tasks, subjects completed a short (5-10 minute) tutorial to teach them
about the technique (functional abstraction or codelink, depending on the condition) and what was expected of them
on the tasks. The tutorial walked them through the three
types of programming tasks, with very simple code and
modifications. Subjects filled out a questionnaire after
each experimental task-set to assess the particular technique
paired with that task-set. The entire study lasted between
30 and 90 minutes. The programming tasks were recorded
with a screen-capture program, and audio was captured and
merged into the video to facilitate data analysis. Subjects
did not test their code; they were rather instructed to stop
when they thought their code would work.

5.1. Evaluation metrics
We recorded two dependent variables: the time it took
subjects to link or functionally abstract the code (Step 1 in
each set of programming tasks), and the ratings they gave

Do you think it is easier or harder to understand the code with the functional abstraction than
without it?
1
Much
Easier

2
Moderately
Easier

3
Slightly
Easier

4
Same

5
Slightly
Harder

6
Moderately
Harder

7
Much
Harder

Changeability

Figure 4. Sample questionnaire question

Do you think it is easier or harder to modify the code with the functional abstraction than without
it?
1
Much
Easier

2
Moderately
Easier

3
Slightly
Easier

4
Same

5
Slightly
Harder

6
Moderately
Harder

7
Much
Harder
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time was measured from the subject’s first keySpeed
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after
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or hindered them on the programming tasks, as compared
to editing the duplicated code directly. An example question is shown in Figure 4. With these questions, we judged
how each technique helped or hindered programmers after
the initial abstraction or linking of code.
Finally, the experimenter asked subjects the following
question verbally: “If you had the Codelink tool in your editor or programming environment, and the other programmers on your programming project had it too, how likely is
it that you would use it in your own programming work?”
The responses were classified into three groups: probably
or definitely wouldn’t use Codelink, not sure, and probably
or definitely would use Codelink. Because this question was
only incorporated into the study after the first three subjects
had been run, we only received 10 responses instead of 13.

5.2. Results
The timing data, shown in Figure 5, verified our first hypothesis: whereas functional abstractions took 13:06 minutes to create on average, the mean time to link code with
Codelink was 22 seconds. This is a dramatic difference—
the link time was 2% of the abstraction time. This result
is statistically significant with p < 0.01, obtained with a
two-tailed t-test. The standard deviations for the functional
abstraction and link times were 9:23 minutes and 11.6 seconds, respectively.
The questionnaire results are shown in Figure 6. Surprisingly, on average subjects rated Codelink higher than
functional abstractions with respect to all metrics. This
difference was statistically significant for understandability and changeability (paired two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05).
Thus, the questionnaire data more than verified our hypothesis that Codelink provides benefits comparable with those
of functional abstractions. We find this very encouraging.
Since subjects did not test their code, they sometimes
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Figure 5. Functional abstraction refactoring
time vs. Codelink link time

made programming errors. The most serious errors occurred when making large edits during step 1 of functional
abstraction.
Finally, we wanted to know if subjects would use
Codelink in their real-life work. 9 of the 10 subjects
asked reported that they “would” or “probably would” use
Codelink in their work. The other one reported “not sure.”
In summary, subjects learned how to use Codelink
quickly, and in very little time achieved results competitive
with functional abstraction. Almost all subjects said they
would use Codelink in their regular work. These results
indicate that Linked Editing holds much promise as a solution to the duplicated code problem. Furthermore, the fact
that functional abstraction was rated lower than Codelink
provides evidence for the costs of abstraction discussed in
Section 3.

6. Implementation
Codelink is implemented within Harmonia-Mode [39],
an XEmacs extension that provides interactive program
analyses via the Harmonia interactive language-analysis
framework [7, 21]. It can be applied to many programming
languages, thanks in part to the language-independence of
the Harmonia framework. A thorough user-centered, iterative design process was used to design and verify the usability of the user-interface prior to the study described in
Section 5.
Our difference analysis uses the dynamic programming
version of the longest-common-subsequence (LCS) algorithm [11], operating on subsections of lexical units in
the program obtained by splitting each token at “word”
boundaries—dashes, underscores, whitespace characters,
etc. The sequence of tokens returned by this LCS algorithm
became the blue “common” regions, and all other tokens
became the yellow regions.
When an edit is made to a single clone, an incremental
version of the difference algorithm is run. It isolates the token subsections in which the edit occurred, and then re-runs
the original difference algorithm in the smallest yellow region that fully encompasses this edited region. This method
of re-differencing changed regions is not optimal in all situations, but worked without problems in the user study.
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Changeability
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Speed
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Figure 6. Questionnaire ratings for Codelink
and functional abstraction

7. Future work
Although the study results are promising, there are a
number of obstacles to be overcome before Codelink is a
viable option in real-world projects. The LCS algorithm
used in the prototype, although adequate for the user study,
has two shortcomings: it takes O(nk ) time (for k clones of
size n), and does not always report the most intuitive set of
differences between any two code fragments. (Some of the
issues are described by Heckel [22]). We are developing
a better differencing algorithm that uses interactive syntactic information (provided by the Harmonia framework) to
derive differences that more closely correspond to the way
humans view duplicated code, with a much faster running
time. We are also revising the incremental re-differencing
algorithm, and developing a mechanism to allow users to
give feedback and fine-tune the types of differences reported by the algorithm.
Apart from differencing, we can also experiment with
when to invoke differencing engine and link the clones.
While the current implementation requires the user to select
all clones and click “Link Selections,” even this step could
be performed automatically, either as a result of the user
copying and pasting code or via the output of a third-party
clone-finding tool, such as the ones mentioned in Section 1.
If programmers are able to link many clones simultaneously across the breadth of a project, an “overview” window Page 1
or pane that visualizes all linked clones as the programmer
edits one of them would be necessary. We would also like to
make our link meta-data resilient to file modifications made
by third-party tools. Lastly, we notice that there are often
higher-level patterns to clones (like consistent variable renaming) for which Linked Editing may be able to infer and
provide automated editing support.
We are working on many of these issues and plan to release a more robust version of Codelink to the public as an
open-source software project in the future. This will allow
us to get real-world usage data to verify that Linked Editing
can scale to real programs, and that programmers would use

it in their real work.
Finally, we are working to extend the general technique of Linked Editing to support documents in nonprogramming domains, such as spreadsheets, web sites,
form letters, graphic charts, and music scores. Although these documents frequently contain duplicated content, their authoring environments provide impoverished or
nonexistent abstraction facilities, and are frequently used by
non-programmers. We feel that Linked Editing could provide a substantial benefit to these domains.

8. Related work
Some researchers have posited that the problem with duplicated code is that programmers cannot find it in their
programs. To this end, a wide array of tools have been
developed to detect duplicated code, by both the research
community and the industrial and open-source communities (see references in Section 1). However, clone finders
do not alleviate any of the costs of abstraction. If abstracting
a clone is too costly when a programmer originally creates
it, it may be too costly when a clone finder detects it as well.
On the other hand, we would like to integrate a clone finder
with the Codelink tool in order to automatically or semiautomatically link existing duplicated code in a code-base.
Other research has attacked the duplicated code problem
by automating some of the typing necessary to rewrite duplicated code into programming abstractions. For example,
XRefactory [42], Eclipse [16], CloRT [4], and Clone Dr. [9]
support semi-automated refactorings for some types of duplicated code. However, these tools do not solve any of
the costs of using abstractions (discussed in Section 3) that
can make the resulting abstractions difficult to understand
and modify. Furthermore, they do not help programmers
with any of the cognitive work of creating abstractions, such
as architecting a new design concept and designing the abstraction interface, which we believe to be more substantial
than the typing they reduce. Indeed, no study has been conducted to show that programmers having such tools would
produce fewer clones.
Linked Editing provides a novel variant of simultaneous
editing, which was first introduced by Lapis [32]. Linked
Editing’s variant differs from simultaneous editing in Lapis
by making links persistent; allowing blocks of code to be
edited individually in addition to simultaneously; visualizing the consistencies and inconsistencies between clones;
and providing elision of redundant text. Furthermore,
Linked Editing’s model of similarity and edit-propagation
is new. Lapis generalizes each edit individually with an artificial intelligence algorithm that is not fully predictable by
the user and can make mis-generalization errors. Linked
Editing, on the other hand, establishes the correspondences
between clones up-front when linking code, displays them

to the user as blue regions of text, and guarantees that the
blue regions will remain identical after arbitrary simultaneous edits. This predictability allows Linked Editing users
to make complicated, sustained modifications and still be
able to verify that changes have been generalized to other
instances appropriately.
Linked Editing can be considered an example of programming by analogy. Other projects in this area are Graphical Rewrite Rule Analogies [34] and VisualAgentTalk [13],
in which programmers can generalize logic to multiple instances analogically (e.g. “Cars move on roads like trains
move on tracks”), rather than abstractly. Like Linked Editing, this paradigm does not require the specification of an
abstract concept to represent similarity, and thus avoids the
costs of abstraction of Section 3.

9. Conclusion
We described Linked Editing, a technique that augments
a text editor to provide programmers with a lightweight
mechanism to read, write, and edit patterns of duplicated
code in an abstract way. We implemented a prototype of
Linked Editing named Codelink, and compared it to functional abstraction in a user study. The study found that
Linked Editing can provide the same benefits as functional
abstractions with drastically less work. Most subjects said
they would use a tool like Codelink in their real-life work.
These results indicate that Linked Editing would be likely
to be used in practice by developers, and would be powerful
enough to alleviate the issues of duplicated code in many
situations.
Software developers continuously deal with reading,
writing, and maintaining programs that are infused with duplicated code because functions, macros and other programming abstractions don’t adequately support their needs. An
improvement to this situation would greatly benefit the state
of software development at large.
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